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Tk© effect of solvent om the spectrum of a sub=
stance has been the subject of a wide range of research
and much speculation as to the reason for the changes that
occuro.'/Phere' are several ways in which the gas phase spect=
rum of a compound differs from the spectrum in solution»
Modifying a list taken from Bayliss and Reesa these are:
io the absorption intensity Is altered. ii» there is a
change in shape of the absorption curre and band systems are
modified in appearance and displaced,in frequency0
It is thought that all organic electronic spectra are
■ : - ' ■. '
• .
: V . '■
• 'V
2
. '
subject to a generalised polarization red shiftp in the sol
vent compared to the spectrum of the gaso

This shift has

often been .related to the dielectric constant or the refract
ive index of the solvent o Using this as a basis2 the work for
such a transition has been calculated both for such a trans
ition taking place in a vacuum and the same transition taking
place if a dielectric separated the dipole c

The dielectric

constant of the solvent medium was used to calculate this
function and the shift was thea. calculated by taking the dif
ference of these two work functions and multiplying by the
proper conversion factors = This is a naive interpretation
since the solvent encircles or'cages the dipole and has no

reason to act as a eontinmous dielectric medinmo
-'

Such. cal=

culationSj however3 have been made for solvents that would
not interact with the solute and these calculations give
fair agreement with observed facts„
Besides this generally observed red shift there can
be other factors that cause the spectrum to shift= These

;. factors by some interaction generally give a shift to the

..

blue of the spectrum In the nonassociated solvent« Such a
shift to the blue may be to the extent that it will be be
yond the original gaseous spectrumo

We may think of each

solute molecule surrounded: by a cage of solvent molecules $
the size of such a cage being determined by the size of the
solute molecule and various properties of the solvent com
posing the cage0 If the solvent is one that is only slightly
v.

associatedj the size of the ©age will be determined mainly by
the size of the solute' molecule» If? however, the solvent is
one that we think of as associated then the size of the cage
is determined by the size, of the solute molecule and the sol-

:: vent?s tendency to maintain its quasi-crystalline structure«,.
'If the natural,crystalline cage:is not of the correct size

-

then there is a strain oh the volume occupied by our solute
•'i:and a strain on the quasi-crystalline structure of the spl; yento

Since it is known that the time for an electronic 1

'transition is .very short compared to time required for a
nuclear movements and if the absorbing molecule changes much
in size or dipole moment in the excited state over the ground.

state8 then the packing effect of the cage is very important»
If the solvent is unassociated,'in the excited- state the
formation of the new cage only involves movement of the el
ectrons and the spectrum, should not be appreciable alteredo
Thus it would- show the red shift, due to the ■dielectric.con
stant of the solvent and should retain a large amount of. its
structure» If, however, on transition from the ground state
to an excited state the molecule changes in sise or dipole
in an- associated' solvent then the cage cannot immediately
orient itselftt© take care of this 'situation*' This puts fhe
molecule into a state that is not an ^equilibrium18 for this,
excitation and thus the molecule, will require more energy to
give this excited electrdmlo'state and we will have a corres
ponding shift t© the blue*

Also the excited state of such a

molecule will not have a sharp, energy level but the energy
will be broadenedo

The transition then takes place to a

■broadened- level and there -is 'a spread -of energy of the trans
ition and thus the spectrum no longer shows the characteristic
structure*. This will give a broadening of the band and.a
more symmetrical appearance around the maximum* .Other effects .
such -as, hydrogem bonding .or-molecular'interaction can also .
■ ■ ' 1' '" - - . . ■
, ', ,
■ " .■ ' 4
account for a definite shift to the blue*
Such shifts are
more pronounced depending on both the polarity of the solvent
and solute*,.
:

. In.:the, study,of

.
solyent effect, on the visible $

rum of biaeetyl which is a homolog Of glyoxal, Forsfer

fouiii that the solvent effects on the -spectrum of' biacetyl
failed to reveal any correlation with dipole moment g molar,
refraction9 refractive index3.dielectric constant or hydrogenbonding 0 His work indicated instead that there, was an inter- '
action between biacetyl and the solvent molecules

The biace

tyl spectrum consisted of two main maxima of which one was
suppressed by solvent molecules containing oxygen pr nitroge'no

There; was a definite correlation between the -solvent •-

moleculets.;statistical ability to place its oxygen or nitres
gen atom in the surface of the solvent, page of the hiacetyl .
moleculeo

.

This research has been undertaken to study the effect ,
of solvents on the spectrum of glyoxal especially those o f ;
•mixed.solvents with series of dilutions from a nonassociated
solvent to one of greater associationo

attempt has been

■made to see if a correlation exists between the solvent
effect.of.glyoxal spectrum and that fbUnd in biacetyl0'

, .

EXPERIMENTAL

Glydxal was prepared, by the procedure of Riley and
6 •■
'
''
■
■:
•:
Friend with modifications similar to that used by Calvert
-, ■ y ,
■', - '
: "
' ..
and Lane» This consisted of an all glass, apparatus begin

-

ning' with a drying tube 5©n®o long and; an inside diameter '
of 20 nrnio The column was packed with potassium hydroxide
and calcium chloride of approximately pea sizeo

Following

/ this was the reaction column which was approximately 1 :•
meter'.-long', and 20 mm in dlameter0 This tube/was first, wrap
ped to insulate glass from heating unit with 1/16 inch as
bestos twine g then ehromel§22 wire was spiraled around the
tube so the spiral rise was 25mmo

This was insulated with

another layer ,of asbestos twine o The wire 3 which 'acted as '//
a heating elements was attached to a yarlac«

The column

was then filled with an intimate mixture of powdered phos
phorous pentoxide and selenium dioxide in equal proportions
/by yolumeo

These were suspended dm glass helices0 The .' ,

powdered mixture was rolled with the helices so the pack
ing was a dry mixture as near as possible» This was follow
ed by three traps which were made from standard 40 mm inside
diameter test tubes« These traps were kept at a temperature
'of -5 C in a mixture Of ice. apd.calcium"chioride 'solution^ /

A fourth trap was made with a ground glass joint so: the trap :
portion could be diseonnectedo' This final trap was kept at
acetone dry ice temperature» Following the final trap was
a bubbler to give some estimate of rate of flow of gas through
the syStemot The .drying tube and react ion chamber were con-

;

nected so the gas entered at the bottom and left at the top
of botho. Matheson; bottled C . Po ethylene gas and selenium :
dioxide were usedo

The selenium dioxide was prepared from

.grey metallic selenium by oxidizing;with hitrie acido ;Ah
eyapbrating dish containing the mixture was heated over a,;' ' .■ '
sand bath with an inverted plugged funnel over the evaporating dish« The Selenium dioxide was sublimed and crystals
up to 1 inch in length were obtainedo
The ethylerie was passed through the apparatus.at a
slow rate of about 100 bubbles per minute« The varlae, was
set at about 50 giving a temperature of about 60°Cfor the
gas leaving the reaction columno

The first three traps

.

trapped the selenium and selenium oxide that came over and
in the final trap the yellow^ crystals of glyoxal appeared0
The driving force for the gas was merely the pressure from . ' the gas leaving the cylinder» From time to time.as the .cry
stals of glyoxal were formed they were transfered to storage
by vacuum distillation0 The- glyoxal thus prepared was stored
..under vacuum, at --=78 C0

,

'

l

Preeautions that should be,,taken are. to dry the .appar
atus and flush with, dry nitrogen before startingo

If the

. temperature la the reaction column was much above 80. C when
the selenium dioxide was nearly spent9 then liquid hydrogen
selenide was eolleeted in the final trap and wasimpractie—
.-able': to- separate from the glyoxal crystalso

•
:

All solvents used.in this researeh were purified as
described im table 1 which gives the reference and any modify
ieations that were usedo ^Special eare:was used in eliminate
ihg traces of watero

The purification of heptane for example

was '•carried out by a. method .similar to, the optical' purificat« ■,v
ion method for heptane as given 'by Weissberger in Organic
Solvents o' The heptane was shaken twice for 6 hours with con=
.centrated sulfuric acid •to remove unsaturat ion 0 It’.
’was. them v.::
'‘.
washed eight.times' with distilled water shaking the last two 1 ;
washings two hours eacho

It was then dried over solid pot

assium hydroxide with: shaking :f@r::'six hours followed by :■ j '
twelve hours of shaking over drierite = This was then de
canted off and refluzed over metallic sodium for twelve hours
'and finally distilled over metallic;-soditmo •

-i'''

In the first experiments with glyoxal in heptane
the sample was; contained in a regular cell with only a. loose
glass cap. and gave a curve whose intensity decreased rather l; '
rapidly with timeor This was due to the polymerization of
' glyoxal. or its reaction with'solyeht impurities and' the .fact; ::•
that the gas3'being rather volitile9 escaped easily from the
cello

To stop this3 the cell as pietured in Figo 3 was con-

'

, struetedo • With this type cell it was possible, to cool the ■•■ %

Solvents

Shemieal

Reference

Method

Dioxam
Heptane

#11 (Text Ref<

See experimental
chapter in thesis

#11

Shaken-

I

Ethyl ether

.:

#11 (Text Ref<

Hltr®, methane

None

,

.1253)

Tetrahydro=
■furan
;

#11

Used prepared
sample

Acetone

#11 (Text Ref<

Also used
drierite \

m butyl
alcohol

#11 (Text Ref<

n octyl
alcohol

#11

Anisole

#11 (Text Ref<

416)

None

.- 244) :/IPyridine

#11 (Text Ref<
. 1346)
^

Fractional dis*
tilled once

Acetonitril©'

#11 (Text Ref=

Fractional dis=
tilled once

The desirability of the enumerated solvents classified-as to
ability to give a spectrum that was stable with time: (1)
desirable a gave reproducable spectra| (2) undesirablep change
in intensity large with tlmey (3) immediate reactions no

' ''

,'

;

'

'

■ ^V- ■; 9

solvent to dry ice temperature and evacuate the system so
most of the air was replaced by solvent vapore The ■sample 1.■;:
could he introduced directly into the cell by heating the
storage, bulb until enough glyoxal has transferred. . The cell
could then be eiosed off and removed from the vacuum line.
It may be well to note the glyoxal sample frose out on the•
'sides of the-celi above the Solvent being used.

On warming /

the sample if the glyoxal was

wamed before the.solvent there

was less trouble with the gas

phase ^glyoxal coming

uilibrium with that in solution0

' ■

.

intoeq=
-

-.;V

tJsing the cell described in the last paragraph and
„shown in Fig. 3 measurements of spectra were Made running

.
//

the sample against a water blank in a corex cell, ill
measurements were made with a

Beckman Do U0quarts

speetro=

photometer using' a;tungsten lamp as the source 'of light.
The Instrument was fitted with thermospacers surrounding
the1•dell, eompartment :so ■that’
:a coolant; could be used.

The

cell compartment and lamp housings were thus kept at a fairly
, constant temperature 0 Originally the samples were ran in

■

the 250C=>27°G range but on experimentation it was found that ;
samples run at lower temperature- gave less change, with;time.
.Therefore samples were; run with ice water passing through
the thermospacersg holding the temperature of the sample

Glyoxal in the gas' phase has a very sharply banded
absorption system that starts, at 3700

and extends t o :

,

:

'■

4550 4°o

;; •

'

; ,■= : ■ -

. ■ .. :/

10

la; this, work tfcie;. gas spectra was taken at 27°C

with't.Beekmatf Bo: ^U»..using;10 cm. cells» All solution
spectra was ran from 325 mm to 490 mu to cover this band and
and shift in the band that sight occur due to solvent inter
act ion 0 The time required to rum a spectrum was 35 minutes .
:if the portion of the band from 400=465 mu was read every
millimicron and'the other portions read every five milli.mierons.o

Since there was a change in the curve with time s

once the shape of the curve had been accurately determineds
the final curve was; run hitting only the peaks $ valleys and
points of change of curvature cutting the time interval to
15 minuteso :With this interval3 discrepancies in the.curve
due to'polymerizationj reaction3 etc oj, were kept to a min
imum and were within experimental errorc v
.V

•

A series of what will be referred to as dilution

samples were run to give the effect of increasing dilutions
of more associated solvents on this bando. The method was
carried out by taking a definite volume of heptane within
the:sample cell and freezing the sample into the heptane; at
acetone.dry ice temperatureso

Then the sample was warmed to

0°C and the spectrum taken rapidly by reading only .the
peaks and valleys„ This same sample was. re-cooled down to
the acetone dry iee temperature and a measured volume of the
more,associated splrent.Introduced^
was warmed to

As before the sample

and the spectrum taken*

This was continued

for several dilntiohs = This method permitted several spectra

£0 be run with the same sample of glyoxalP the only difference
being the dilution of the glyoxalo .By correcting for the
dilution/it-was possible /to Galeulate .a,value ^for equal

.'

amounts of glyoxal in identical yoltames of the solvent
mixtures o

"

•-"

' '

Vhen dioxan was added to the heptane at .=7o 0 it
solidified and: upon warming to 0 C gave a turbid solution
Which absorbed at .-all wave lengths = If the glyoxal=>hep=.
tane solution and its varying dilutions With dioxan instead
were held at 0°G while diluting/ this effect was kept lowo
fhiSj howevera introduced a new source of error to the experi=
ments due to a possible loss of glyoxal vapor at this temperatur@o. A check showed this would/be small o A sample of

.

glyoxal in heptane was taken and the absorption at 461 mu
and 2? C was taken0 The sample was much more concentrated
than normally used and was then open for two minutes which.
is more than four times as long as the time required to dil
ute a sample with dioxan0 An absorption loss of' 105^ was
recorded under these conditions» The turbid effect was cor
rected for by taking the value of spectrum at $60 mu where
there is no absorption by either solvent or glyoxalo

Assum

ing this absorption to be constant, throughout the length of
the spectrum the value was subtracted from every.reading«
.This is a fairly.' valid assumption§ for if the formula for '
scattering of light is used it would give a correction much
larger than the entire absorption found at 360 mn0 Also the

.

/assumption as used gives a curve that agrees with the curve
obtained by introducing a sample directly into a mixed sol=
vent in which the turbid effect wasnst noticed,,
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DISCUSSION AMD CONCLUSIONS
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The effect of solvents on the spectrum of glyoxal

was studied with a range ©f solvents that differed widely
in propertieso

Of those that gave sufficient stability so

that the intensity did not change too rapidly with lapse
of time $, heptane had the least effect on the structure and
dioxan the most o The effects of change in spectrum will
be of interest as we change solventss going from heptane todioxans and then heptane mixed with several more associate
ed solvents and see what kind of correlation can be assumed
from the data obtained<? From table 1 it will be noted that
the largest: number of solvents- tested gave an immediate re
action with the glyoxal j, and in all except bensonitriles
which gave a colorless solution^ a white substance which

'

was probably the polymer formed immediately0 However^ with
all samples j, even though they seem to give a very stable
spectrum that is reproducible with times care should be,
taken to correct for a slight turbidity which may occur0
This can be checked at a wavelength at which the solution..
will not a

b

s

o

r

b

; .,

The spectrum of glyoxal in heptane 9 a nonassociated
solvent $ should give a characteristic red shift which is
common to all organic molecules 0 Also it should retain most

of its structureo

This expected shift shows up and is

approximately 4 m u 0 In heptane the spectrum maintains

.:

most of its structure0 It can be noted, from graph number 1
that there are three very prominent peaks located at 460 mu

,

447 mu 3 and 432 mu and two weaker peaks at 419 mu and 407 mu,
Each of these peaks corresponds to several peaks in the gas
spectrum& These two spectra were drawn only to indicate red
shift and interpretation of absolute intensity between the
two should not be attemptedo

The relative intensity in a

given spectrum is meaningful0 Xt will be convenient to use
the heptane spectrum as a reference throughout the article .
and refer to the peaks as numbered from 1 to 5 in order of
increasing wave number=
The spectrum of glyoxal in heptane was run at temper
atures of Q^ti, 25°05, and.' 70°C and little if any temperature
dependence was foundo

However,.the _speetrtitt seemed to be

sharper at the lower temperatures and the absorption inten
sity, of peak number 2 seemed to become greater with respect
to the other two 0 This was so slight as to be easily attrib
utable to' experimental erroro

.Therefor®,..the greatest advan

tage of running the sample at the low temperature was that
the decrease of intensity with time.was minimised» In very
pure heptane glyoxal is fairly stable, giving only about 3
per cent decrease in intensity over a period of an hour0
Even in heptane the solution should be checked for any error :
due to dispersing solids formed in the solutione

Ethyl ether9 chloroform and diojcaa ‘
were solvents
besides"heptane that gave spectra that did not change to©
rapidly with times

Since they each:had a different' effect

on the glyoxal speetmins dilutions of these solvents in hep
tane were run to indicate how the more associated solvent
affected the spectrum,at smaller concentrations = Since it
would be difficult■to get a measured quantity of glyoxal
the dilution method-described in the; experimental chapter,
was usedo

Thus with one sample it.is possible to get the

spectra in all dilutionso

Then by the ratio of'the solvent

mixture to the original heptane it is possible to calculate
the absorbance of all samples as if they had'the same amount
of glyoxal for equal volumes of solf^^t.o; Finding, the rati©
of the absorption of the glyoxal samples in heptane it has
been possible to relate all dilution samples to bneiheptaae
curveo

Thus 9 remembering in most eases the intensity has

been multiplied by a dilution factor twice and Introducing
probable errorIt is pdssible to Compare the absolute int©n=
sity ©f all the dilution graphso

:'

■

In pure chloroform (graph 21.) the spectrum still
retained visible evidence ©f the five peaks0 'The two weak
est peaks are reduced to-should©rso

Though reduced in

sharpness $ the other 'three:peaks are: much in evidence = The
curve has shifted approximately 4 mu t© the blue from its
position in the heptaneo

This is referred to in most of the

literature as a blue shift»

Since this has been identified

as ■am

■' '

'
;'
■. ■
': ■
.19
. .. .9/ '
. ■■ .
.
•:
Wamsitibm -aay polar solvent ^would fee expected

to give a blue shift 0

It may fee well to note here tliafc

though, the intensity of the

three

main peaks has been

'diminished9 the ratio between the relative absorption, has
been .©hanged somewhat 0 Thus we see that the ratio of ab=
.sprfeanee of peak 2 as compared to 3 has increased;®

This

observation was not noticed' in any of the other solvents 0
In the dilution of heptane with chloroform (graph 2B) thirty
and fifty per cent dilution by volume were usedo

The fifty

per cent dilution gave a turbid effect that was too; extreme
to fee included as accurate worko

However^ from the curves,

shewn it can fee.easily seen that.the intensity of absorpt= ■
ion of peaks 1 £, 2 9 and 3 is decreasing and that 3 is decrease
lag to a greater extent than peak number 2o

In the region,

from about' 41© mu to 360 mu the .absorption' intensity has in^ '
creasedb

Over the whole of the banda the integrated area

has decreased and in the.fifty per cent dilution there is a
deer'ease greater'than that in the -thirty per cent a;-

-

In ethyl ether (graph 3A) the structure is almost
completely missing with peaks 4 and 5 being only faint
shoulders and peak number 1 / which originally.was the most
intensej, is now only a shoulder0

Peaks 2 and 3 still remain

but are smoothed out to quite an;extentc The ratio of the -' ;\
relative,absorption of peaks 2'and 3 is approximately the
same as it was in heptane = Neither is there a noticabl©
shift to the blue in ether as there was in chloroform*

The

■ '

•'

20

spectrum of giyoxai in nitro methane {graph J G )'is similar to that in ethyl ether with a little mere of the structure
missing but it also giifes a large shift to the blue which could be expected from a.polar solvent»

With ethyl ether (graph 3D),as the diluting solvent
again the most intense absorption peaks decrease in inten=>
sityo

As before the sharpness of the structure disappears»

There is a greater decrease of intensity in peak 1 as it
almost disappears by fifty per cent dilutiono

The integ=

.

rated intensity under the curve increases as we dilute the
heptane with ether until a dilution of thirty per cent is
.reachedo

However, the integrated area'is less in the fifty

per cent than in the thirty per cent solution which seems to
-Indicate that- the area will decrease below this.'as we increase .
the percentage of ether0
With pure dioxan as the solvent the spectrum has
now completely lost all of structure and only one smooth
peak remains» -This rises smoothly and.covers the whole band
and gives a maximum at approximately 429 mu which is about
3 -mu to'the blue of peak number 3 in the heptane curveV' ’ :’

lEien the spectrum of glyoxal was run in both tetrahydrofuran
and acetone, the curve was very similar to that obtained with
dioxan, ■with a maximum at approximately the same value 0
The dilution samples of dibxan show a:rapid loss, in
intensity with even small.dilutions for the three main peaks0
They are much greater in all dilutions than obtained from

:
•:
.
':
the ether mixtures o There.is a slight shift to the blue

^

of about 1 muas we go from heptane to a teh per cent solution
of dioxaUo

At thirty per cent almost all of the structure is

missimg from the spectrum soat thirty per cent dilution it
resembles that in the pure dioxan curve with the single peak
shifted to the blue of the original at 429 muo: 'The Integ
rated area under the curve is decreased very rapidly as the
sample,is diluted with '.dioxamo :-,

;

;

Ho Dq Co Brand^ has given.a very complete vibrational
analysis of this band in the glyoxal spectrum and it .would,
be well at this time to summerise some of his work to aid
:in interpretation of the results that have been obtained
with the solvents = Glyoxal is a planar molecule with
symmetryo

A single electronic transition gives one line but

if this transition can be combined with one or more molecular
vibrations this will give a different line for each combinat
ion and lead to a large amount of structureo

If the molecule •

twists about the 0=0 bond it is'. called a torsional mode 0 The
torsion may vary in magnitude depending on the quanta of
energy put into ito

Also important in this molecule?s spect

rum 1$ the carbonyl stretchingo-

There are also other vibrat

ional modes such as changing of the 0 =0=0 angle s rocking of
the hydrogena stretehing of the.carbon-carbon bonds ete0s
which gives rise to structure 0 Since most of the transitions
have omly extensive contributions;from torsion and G-0
stretehing^ these vibrations, are the only ones that will be

msed in the following.discussiono
Using the spectrum in heptane and this vibrational
..analysis we find that torsional vibrations are found in all
but the.strongest transition,in the first peako

The second .

peak is similar:to the first with a, few per cent less of its
transitions combined- with torsional modes o Carbonyl stretch
ing is. a componant of -almost ■every transition -in peaks 3 9"4 $,
and 5°

These three ,peaks .-•also contaim a large amount of

torsional motiono

Peak 3 is the only on® of the five that

has less than fifty per cent torsional motion combined with
its transitions o Thus summing-the transitions of the three
strongest., peaks only peak 3 .hasVcarbonyl:-stretching 6 Tort- :
ional-motion, is a strong transition factor'in peaks 1 and 2
and to a much lesser extent •in peak 3 o

•

;•

How if we look at the carbon oxygen bond in glyoxal
and ,remember' that oxygen -Is- more electronegative than carbon
there will be- a tendency for 03cygen to take electrons away
from the carbon making the oxygen negative and the carbon
<>0

°

o

positiveo

H\
go:
%
, yH
- /C — C
c— >
.0 = C. . -

,

J!$

'H.

;

-.Hr'*::- ^

v

This; would

,

:

'

.V

/-

place positive charges on adjacent atoms giving a tendency
to place these charges further apart and out on the hydrogen0
:
We could then consider the molecule composed
'

/G = C„

tf-M - .

' :::

. -V v

'.-./I:

-

-

'• '

of,a dipole;at each endov Since the molecule has a point of '1
symmetry the centers of positive and negative charges would

eolncide leaving the entire molecule nonpolar0
T M s separation of charge om: each end gives a field
of low electron density around the'' hydrogens and.one of high
electron density around the oxygen= A solvent which has an
atom or atoms of high electron density would be attracted to
the hydrogens of the glyoxalc The fact that the field of
:high electron density would be attracted to this hydrogen
would place a restraining force on the hydrogen0 Likewise a
solvent molecule that has a positive end or a field of low
.electron density will be attracted toward the carbonyl oxygen
and would also be a source of restraint 0

This restraining

force may be thought of as a clamp on the molecule so that
.its; vibrating motions are hindered dr-at .least;: dampedp.

This

effect should eliminate some of the transitions since these
depend on a, definite amount of energy o
1 solvent that would attract the hydrogen of glyoxal

should eliminate some of the torsional motion of the molecule»
:A solvent: such as ether or dioxan that has an oxygen;with .
high electron density would be one that is so attracted to
the hydrogenso

The easier it is for this electron supplying .

atom in the solvent to orient its electron sharing portion
in the hydrogens proximity the more the torsional mode of
the molecule will be ©Tampedo

This'will's in the case of

glyoxals lessen the number of possible transitions0 Peaks
1 and 2 depend to a greater extent on torsional vibration,

than does, peak 3 and .would have their intensity altered to

"1

■

A

.•

a greater extent by such a solvent c '
■

.■

; /'v zb

.

,

Since the carbonyl group in glyoxal has. a high

density of electrons a solvent that would he attracted
to this would do two things; iQ dampen the torsional mode
of the molecules, ii° hinder the GO stretchingo

Chloroform

should be such a solvent with its tetrahedral configuration
of three electron drawing chlorine atoms in a plane leaving
the hydrogen sticking out in an opposite direction from them
with a resulting positive charge0 This positive hydrogen
would then be attracted toward the oxygen of the carbonyl
groups in glyoxal and have the two enumerated effects on
the glyoxal vibration0 Since almost all of the third peak* s
transitions including the strongest contain GO stretching
this could then decrease a greater number of transitions in
the third peak than the other twoo

The negative end of the,

chloroform could also be attracted toward the CM arm of gly=
oxal to further dampen the torsional mode.

This solvent

should then give an overall lowering of each of the three

, ■

peaks with number 3 being most affected*
1 hypothesis could now suggest that a solvent that

has a tendency to seek: the electron deficient hydrogens of
glyoxaland so doing exert a force on the hydrogeng should
be able to lessen the torsional motion of the aoleeuie0
Peaks 1 and 2 have a greater proportion of torsional motion
than peak number 3 0

Therefore

anything clamping torsional

motion by attracting the hydrogen should lower the intensities

of the three peaks affecting peaks 1 and 2 to a greater
e^teHt thaa peak 3°

If the carbonyl oxygen is the one that

has: a force exerted onV it g:the effect:on the torsion .should .
be :si#ilar to when the hydrogen was attractedo

Also the C=0

stretching should be hindered by such a forceo

Im the case

of glyoxal such a solvent would lower all of the peaks in
intensityg but since peak 3 is the only strong peak with
€<=0 stretchingg and this to a greater amount than torsion

in the other twog it should be effected the most 0 Ether
and dioxan are solvents- that 'could impose a force on the :■
hydrogen so the change in the three peaks should be as
notedo

Chloroform which may affect both the hydrogen and

oxygen should lower peak three to the greatest extent as
it doeSo

.

\ ''

..

-:
Vv

This might be an explanation why.the stretching and
torsional modes' of the molecule, are reduced and therefore
give some reduction in' intensityc,

.

Howeverg it still leaves

unexplained the reducing of the strongest transitions since
they neither have a torsional or stretching combined with
them in peaks 1 and 2,

Forster found that solvents contain

ing ©xygeh or nitrogen effected the intensity of biacetyl
where- solvents not containing these; atoms had little effect .
on .
'the structure or intensity« -,In this research:it has been
noted that chloroform did not appreciably change the struct
ure or to any great extent lower the integrated area of the
bando

Yet the large number of chlorine atoms in chloroform

feave a larger amount of electron density to be attracted
to the electron deficient hydrogen than any of the solvents
with oxygen in them,,

These oxygen containing solvents all

changed the curve.to a greater extent than chloroform,
Forster has suggested that it may be dispersion forces
■acting on the biacetyl.

With glyoxalthe hypothesis brought

forward is that the use of certain solvents would have a
different quenching;effect on certain types of transitions
when compared to others.

But this did not account for all.

of the diminishing of intensity. If* however* dispersing
forces plus this, clamping are combined then this may be the
reason why one excitation is more affected than another.
More work needs to be done on this problem using
solvents that should have Some ability to attract either
the hydrogen or the oxygen by dipole interaction.

If a

solvent that can do this'can be ■called selective them there
needs to be solvents of two types used to test this hypothesis
These Should be selective solvents that have dispersion
;• 'i- -•■ :-■
■ ■■ :
forces; that will: affect, glyoxal and those that do not seem
,

to have these forces.
Still left unanswered in why does the spectrum gain
in intensity in the ultraviolet region below 420 muf

One

■.explanation-.that pah be adyanced is. it might be a cage effect.
The solvent cage may in some way bind the molecule so it' is
under a eompressiono

It now would take more work for the

same transition to take place.

Thus the transition would

'
'

; ' -:::' :
^''.; -' ; ;:-::: , ; : - : : : : : , ' . ; ,'': '■.■■■. •
27
.appear to the blue of the original and. the absorption inten
sity would inore.ase: in that' part of the curve0
:

Probably not one simple explanation or eombination

could completely explain any of the observed faetSo

It .

seems that bonding9 cages polarization8 dispersion forces9
and explanations yet to come will eventually all have to
be used to explain fully the lowering in intensity»
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